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Twitter Bot Detection

Twitter bot detection aims to automatically detect automated accounts that 
are operated to achieve malicious purposes, such as spreading 
misinformation, promoting hate speech, and manipulating public opinion.

Existing models could be categorized as:

• Feature-based: where feature engineering is conducted with user 
metadata and tweets while combined with simple classifiers

• Text-based: where word embeddings and language models are adopted 
to identify bots based on user tweets and descriptions

• Graph-based: where network and graph mining models are adopted to 
analyze the structure of Twitter to identify bots

The TwiBot-22 Benchmark

To address these issues, we propose TwiBot-22, which
- establish the largest benchmark to date with ~1M users
- provides diversified entities and relations on the Twitter network
- has considerably improved annotation quality through weak supervision

However, graph-based models are poorly 
supported by existing datasets!

- Only 2 out of the 18 datasets provide the Twitter network structure.
- Existing datasets suffer from limited dataset scale, incomplete graph 

structure, and low annotation quality.

Graph-based Twitter bot detection approaches are the most advanced, 
achieves state-of-the-art performance, and helps to tackle the many 
challenges in bot detection such as bot evolution and generalization.

Limited Dataset Scale
Existing datasets contain at most 10k users, while 
online conversations and discussions about heated 
topics often involve hundreds of thousands of users. 

Incomplete Graph Structure
Only users and follow relationships are provided, 
while Twitter is a heterogeneous information network 
with many types of entities and relations. 

Low Annotation Quality
Crowdsourcing is often adopted for data annotation, 
while whether crowd workers could be trusted to 
identify advanced and evasive bots remain debated.

Benchmarking Twitter Bot Detection
Armed with TwiBot-22, we provide a comprehensive benchmarking of 
Twitter bot detection to enable a rethinking of research progress.
- 35 bot detection models, covering both the classic and the advanced
- 9 representative and publicly available bot detection datasets

Results and Discussion

• Graph-based approaches consistently outperform other models. In 
fact, all the top-5s on TwiBot-20 and TwiBot-22 are graph-based.

Implication: future research on the network structure of Twitter

• TwiBot-22 establishes the largest benchmark while exposing the 
scalability issue of certain approaches.

Implication: emphasize scalability in bot detection research

• Model performance on TwiBot-22 is on average 2.7% lower on 
TwiBot-22 than TwiBot-20, which features older generation of bots.

Implication: combating the everlasting bot evolution

Generalization Test

• Graph-based methods are better at generalizing to new communities.
• Good performance does not guarantee good generalization.

The TwiBot-22 Evaluation Framework

We consolidate all implemented codes and datasets into the 
TwiBot-22 evaluation framework, which provides a one-stop 
shop for future research in Twitter bot detection.
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